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QUESTION 1

What is thedrawback of configuring Policy-Based Realm Bridging (PBRB) without the assistance of Header
Manipulation Rules (HMRs)? 

A. Topology hiding is incomplete. 

B. The configuration requires a home realm to be defined, which can make privacy harder to achieve. 

C. The configuration requires you to enable SIP-NAT bridging, which is complex. 

D. The architecture is simple, and really designed for lab environments. 

E. The performance is poor relative to other models. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

To ensure proper operation of a Session Border Controller HighAvailability (HA) pair, it is critical that both of the devices
can originate legitimate traffic on media interfaces independent of the network interface IP address. 

How is this type of traffic accommodated? 

A. by setting the pri-utility-addr, sec-utility-addr, and sec-gateway values to addresses in the same subnet as the IP
address configured on the management interfaces 

B. by setting the pri-utility-addr, sec-utility-addr, and sec-gateway values to addresses in the same subnet as the IP
address configured on the media interfaces 

C. by setting the utility address and sec-gateway values to addresses in different subnets as the IP address configured
on the wancom interfaces 

D. by setting a unique address on the wancoml and wancom2 interfaces via the utilityaddress command 

E. via the utility address parameters on the wancoml and wancom2 interfaces 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two states are needed by the active node while transitioning to standby? (Choose two.) 

A. Out of service 

B. Becoming-active 

C. Relinquishing-standby 

D. Relinquishing-active 
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E. Becoming-standby 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which configuration step is required to route a SIP callbased on the value of the SIP INVITE Request-URI? 

A. Navigate to the policy-attribute configuration element and configure the from-address parameter to match the
Request-URI value. 

B. Navigate to the policy-attribute configuration element and configure the to-address parameter to match the Request-
URI value. 

C. Navigate to the local-policy configuration element and configure the from-address parameter to match the Request-
URI value. 

D. Navigate to the local-policy configuration element and configure the to-address parameter to match the Request-URI
value. 

E. Navigate to the local-policy configuration element and configure the destination-address parameter to match the
Request-URI value. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are examining a SIP packet. There is no final response to the ACK method. 

What is the reason for this? 

A. The ACK method was defined only in RFC 2543and it has been deprecated. 

B. The ACK method is part of the INVITE transaction. 

C. The ACK method is an exception in RFC 3261. 

D. The ACK method is an optional SIP method. 

E. The ACK method was replaced with the CANCEL method in RFC 3261. 

Correct Answer: B 
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